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Abstract -
Collaborative robot (co-robots) are being increasingly de-

ployed on construction sites to assist human workers with
physically demanding work tasks. However, due to inherent
safety and trust-related concerns, human-robot collabora-
tive work is subject to strict safety standards that require
robot motion and forces to be sensitive to proximate human
workers. Robot simulations in online digital twins can be
used to extend designed construction models, such as BIM,
to the construction phase for real-time monitoring of robot
motion planning and control. Robots plan work tasks and
execute them in the digital twin simulations allowing humans
to review and approve robot trajectories. Once approved,
commands can be sent to the physical robots to perform the
tasks. This paper discusses the development of a system to
bridge robot simulations and physical robots in construction
and digital fabrication. The Robot Operating System (ROS)
is leveraged as the primary framework for bi-directional com-
munication and Gazebo is used for robot simulations. The
virtual robots in Gazebo receive work tasks from a BIM
model to plan their trajectories, and then send the com-
mands to the physical robots for execution. The system is
implemented with a digital fabrication case study with a full-
scale mobile KUKA KR120 six-degrees-of-freedom robotic
arm mounted on a track system for an additional degree-of-
freedom, and evaluated by comparing the pose between the
physical robot and the virtual robot. The results show a high
accuracy of the pose synchronization between two robots,
which provide the opportunity for further deploying to real
construction sites.
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1 Introduction

Due to the 3D characteristics of construction work
(dull, dirty, and dangerous) [1], construction sites can be
hazardous and harmful working environments for human

workers. The construction industry ranks the highest in
occupational injuries and fatalities across all U.S. indus-
tries [2]. Robots deployment on construction sites can
help relieve these issues [3]. For instance, the construc-
tion robot can group with human workers on job-site to
assistwith physically demanding tasks, while humanwork-
ers focus on the work process plan and decision-making
[4]. However, such human-robot collaborative work suf-
fers from safety and trust-related concerns [5, 6], and is
subject to strict safety standards [7]. For example, the
robot must be restricted for speed and force while collab-
orating with nearby human workers. A real-time human
and robot tracking system can ensure safety by providing
the information of the robot state to human workers [8].
The Digital Twin (DT) offers opportunities to virtually

mimic the conditions of the physical (real) environment
in allowing for a cyber-physical system (CPS) [9] where
information of the current and forecasted future states of
the robot can be displayed [5]. Figure 1 shows the physical
robotic arm and its Digital Twin. Madni et al. [10] defined
four levels of Digital Twin (Pre-Digital Twin, Digital Twin,
Adaptive Digital Twin, and Intelligent Digital Twin) based
on the level of intelligence. The Adaptive Digital Twin
combines user interface andmachine learningwith normal
DT, whereas the Intelligent Digital Twin further utilizes
reinforcement learning to process the state in a partially
observed and uncertain environment.

Figure 1. The physical robotic arm (left) and its
Digital Twin (right).

One of the major aspects of the DT is the synchro-
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nized model [11]. The DT first constructs the virtual
model based on the physical environment, then records
and tracks the changes in the physical environment and
reflects them in the virtual model. The virtual model can
be extracted from the designed construction model such
as BIM or scanned 3D point cloud of the as-built envi-
ronment [12, 13]. On the other hand, a communication
mechanism is required to synchronize the data between
the physical environment and the virtual model [9]. The
communication is bi-directional so that the virtual model
can reflect the changes of the physical environment, and
the user can determine the next steps in the virtual model
and send the command to the physical environment.
To address the issue of human-robot collaboration in

construction work, we develop an online Digital Twin
system to bridge the virtual robot and physical robot in
construction and digital fabrication. We utilize Robot Op-
erating System (ROS) [14] to construct the framework of
the system and create a robotic arm model representing
the physical robotic arm in Gazebo simulation environ-
ment [15]. In terms of bi-directional communication, we
use MQTT [16] to connect the virtual robotic arm with
the physical robotic arm. The mechanism of checking
the synchronization between the physical robotic arm and
the virtual twin is also developed. The proposed frame-
work can be adapted to any robotic arm models reflecting
physical robots. We implement the system in a fabri-
cation laboratory with a full-scale mobile KUKA KR120
six-degrees-of-freedom robotic arm, and evaluate by com-
paring the pose of the physical robotic arm with the virtual
robotic arm.

2 Related Work
Digital modeling methods, such as 3D visualization or

BIM, are used in the construction industry for design, man-
agement, and operation throughout the building life cycle
[17, 18]. These modeling methods document the project
information and provide a platform for stakeholders to
record changes, collaborate and resolve conflicts [19, 20].
In order to achieve a high-quality collaboration, the model
must be fully synchronized with the physical environment.
It is time and cost prohibitive tomanually update themodel
[21]. Thus, existing research focuses on automatically
generating and updating the 3D model [22]. Collecting
the 3D point cloud is one of the methods for generating
the 3D model of the indoor environment [23]. This type
of method requires a registration method for obtaining 3D
points from camera or laser scanner [24, 25, 26], and then
applies segmentation method to separate objects and re-
constructs the semanticmodel [27, 28]. Object recognition
algorithms are also applied to identify different objects in
the point cloud [29, 30].

A similar approach can be used to integrate a construc-

tion robot with digital modeling methods for visualization
and task planning [31]. For example, Yang et al. [32]
utilized BIM and robot path planner to find and visual-
ize the construction process of the modular construction.
However, these types of systems are typically not syn-
chronized between the virtual model and physical robot
and require further adaption [33, 1]. The robot Digi-
tal Twin (DT) system developed in this work fulfills the
demand for real-time data exchange, which is wildly uti-
lized in the manufacturing industry, digital fabrication,
and human-robot collaboration assembly [34, 35]. For ex-
ample, Naboni and Kunic [36] used DT for complex wood
structure manufacturing and assembly. Furthermore, by
combining with other techniques such as Augmented Re-
ality, the synchronization and communication mechanism
of robot DT system can be improved [37].

3 Robot Digital Twin System
The proposed online robot Digital Twin system is shown

in 2 and consists of three modules: the physical robot
module, the virtual robot module, and the communication
module. First, the virtual robot module includes the Dig-
ital Twin for visualizing the robot and the motion planner
for planning the trajectory and solving the inverse kinemat-
ics (IK). Second, the physical robot module includes the
real robotic arm and the embedded sensors for measuring
joint angles. Finally, the communication module includes
the MQTT communication protocol for data exchange and
synchronization. The system is developed in Robot Op-
erating System (ROS) since it is the meta-operating sys-
tem that provides amessage exchangemechanism between
platforms across a network. For instance, the motion plan-
ner in the virtual robot module plans a trajectory and then
sends the control commands to the DT robot for execu-
tion and visualization. Figure 3 shows the data exchange
between each platform. The detailed description of each
module is provided in the following subsections.

Figure 2. The framework of the online robot Digital
Twin system.

3.1 Virtual Robot Module

We use ROS Gazebo and rviz to develop the DT in the
virtual robot module on a Linux PC [15, 38]. The Gazebo
is a real-world physics simulator that creates a world and
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Figure 3. The flowchart of the data exchange and each platform.

simulates the robot, whereas the rviz is visualization soft-
ware that can read and display the data from Gazebo or
real-world sensors. The robotic arm model is imported
to the Gazebo and rviz, as shown in Figure 4. The joint
angles of the robotic arm are exchanged between the two
programs to ensure synchronization.
In order to plan the specific construction task or mo-

tion, a motion planner is required in the module. Either
MATLAB or MoveIt! can be used as the motion planner
to achieve the task [39]. The Robotic System Toolbox in
MATLAB can plan the trajectory and solve the inverse
kinematics of the robot. However, it suffers from the la-
tency issue and is not fast enough for real-time planning
purpose. On the other hand, the MoveIt! is a motion
planning package for ROS, which plans the motion inside
rviz and sends to Gazebo. Figure 4 top shows the interface
of the MoveIt! motion planning in rviz. The start state,
goal state, and time parameters can be customized and de-
termined by the user as input to the motion planner. The
result of the motion planning will then be demonstrated in
rviz and sent back to Gazebo for execution. Both MAT-
LAB and MoveIt! can be run on the same Linux PC as
the DT, or run on a different PC and connected through
network.
For the data exchange, only the current robot joint angles

and the next robot joint angles are displayed within the
virtual robot module. Both Gazebo and rviz read the
current robot joint angles to visualize the robot state. The
MATLAB or MoveIt! package read the robot joint angles,

Figure 4. The robotic arm in Gazebo (bottom) and
rviz with MoveIt! package (top).

determine the next robot joint angles, and send back to
Gazebo and rviz for execution. The joint state publisher
(JSP) is the ROS node for publishing the current robot
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state to different ROS nodes, including the current robot
joint angles from the physical robot module.

3.2 Physical Robot Module

We utilize the KUKA KR120 robotic arm on the track
system as the physical robot for the DT system, as shown
in Figure 5. In the current version of the online DT system,
the track system is not included in the virtual robot mod-
ule. The programmable logic controller (PLC) and robot
sensor interface (RSI) are running on a Windows PC to
control the robotic arm and retrieve the sensor data. The
embedded encoders on the robotic arm are used to mea-
sure the joint angles and read by the RSI. After activating
the robotic arm, the system first records the current robot
joint angles as the origin of the robot for robot control-
ling purpose. Once the physical robot receives the next
joint angles from the virtual robot, it will calculate the
differences of the joint angles and then uses the recorded
origin to control the robotic arm in the relative mode. The
robot control command and the sensor measurement are
two data exchanges inside the physical robot module, as
shown in Figure 3 right side.

Figure 5. The KUKA KR120 robotic arm for the
physical robot module.

3.3 Communication Module

Finally, the communication module links the virtual
robot module and the physical robot module. We use
MQTT communication protocol for data exchange be-
tween ROS system in the virtual robotmodule and the PLC
in the physical robot module. The MQTT communication
protocol is capable of real-time communication and thus is
suitable for smooth robotic control. We develop anMQTT
Bridge ROS node (M) to connect the MQTT to the ROS
system, as shown in the middle of Figure 3. The MQTT
Bridge node is run on the same Linux PC as the DT system
to exchange the joint angles with JSP node and connect
with PLC in the physical robot module through Ethernet.

The data exchange frequency in the MQTT Bridge is set
to be 250 Hz to ensure the transmission speed and avoid
jitter effects on the robotic arm.

The joint angles of the robotic arm are the main data
stream exchanged in the MQTT bridge ROS node. Figure
6 illustrates the data structure and exchange process in the
MQTT bridge ROS node. The data stream concatenates
the robot joint angles from A1 to A6 with a plus-minus
sign and comma. Each joint angle is rounded to three
decimal places and pads zeros to the left. Thus, the length
of the data is consistent and easily retrieved by PLC. Af-
ter receiving the joint angles data from the virtual robot
module through the ROS topic, the system first converts
the data to python string for easy storage and access. Next,
the data is converted to the MQTT string type and sent to
the physical robot module. This process can also avoid
the garbled text issue when directly converting from the
ROS topic to the MQTT string type. The data stream from
the physical robot module is also processed with the same
procedure and data structure and sent to the virtual robot
module.

Figure 6. The data structure and exchange in the
MQTT Bridge ROS node.

When exchanging the data between the virtual robot
module and the physical robot module, the system must
ensure the control commands are executed completely and
the pose of the physical and virtual robot is synchronized.
We develop a robot pose checking algorithm to confirm
the synchronization between the two robotic arms. Al-
gorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the pose checking
algorithm (PCA). The algorithm takes the current virtual
robot pose \E8ACD0; , current physical robot pose \?ℎHB820; ,
and the next robot pose \=4GC as input. First, the PCA
calculates the difference of \E8ACD0; and \?ℎHB820; . If the
difference exceeds the pre-defined threshold, the next joint
angle \=4GC will be assigned with the current joint angles
\E8ACD0; to ensure the physical robot can reach the desired
joint angles. The trajectory also needs to be re-planned to
reflect the new current joint angles. On the other hand, if
the difference does not exceed the threshold, the robot will
simply execute the next joint angles.
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Algorithm 1 Pose Checking Algorithm
1: procedure Next Pose(\E8ACD0; , \?ℎHB820; , \=4GC )
2: 38 5 5 (\) ← |\E8ACD0; − \?ℎHB820; |
3: if 38 5 5 (\) > CℎA4Bℎ>;3 then
4: \=4GC ← \E8ACD0;
5: Re-plan the trajectory based on \=4GC
6: else
7: \=4GC ← \=4GC
8: end if
9: return \=4GC
10: end procedure

4 Experiment and Results
4.1 Experiment

The online robot Digital Twin system is implemented
and deployed in the Digital Fabrication Laboratory at the
Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning at
the University of Michigan. Two KUKA KR120 robotic
arms are the target physical robots, as shown in Figure 1
and Figure 5. To evaluate the proposed system, we conduct
an experiment to verify the pose between the physical robot
and its DT are synchronized during trajectory execution.
Figure 7 shows the procedure of the online robot Digital
Twin system experiment. One reaching task trajectory is
prepared and executed in MATLAB and Gazebo DT, then
the joint angles are sent to the physical robot. Figure 8
shows the planned reaching task trajectory (pink line) in
MATLAB. We use the embedded encoders on the KUKA
robotic arm to measure and record the joint angles of the
physical robot.

4.2 Results

The joint angles of the physical robot and the virtual
robot are recorded and compared with each other. Fig-
ure 9 shows the results of the virtual and physical robot
joint angles. Each line represents the angle of each joint
(A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, and A6) in radians. The trajectory
from the virtual robot consists of 1,500 waypoints and the
measurement from the physical robot includes 18,802 data
points. The result showed that the line of each joint an-
gle had the same trend in two robots, which demonstrated
the consistency of the synchronization between the two
robots.
To further evaluate the accuracy of the synchronization,

we calculate the average error and the maximum error of
each joint angle between the two robots. Table 1 lists the
result of the average and the maximum joint angle error.
The average errors of each joint angle are less than 2.4e-05
in radians and the maximum errors of each joint angle are
less than 2.1e-05 in radians. These results indicate that
the synchronization of the virtual and the physical robot
demonstrated high accuracy. The proposed pose checking

Figure 7. The procedure of the online robot Digital
Twin system experiment.

Figure 8. The planned reaching task trajectory (pink
line) in MATLAB.

algorithm (PCA) also helped minimize the latency during
the transmission.

5 Conclusion
This paper presented the initial development of the on-

line robot Digital Twin system for human-robot collabo-
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Figure 9. The results of the virtual and physical robot joint angles.

Table 1. The average and the maximum joint angle
error between the virtual and the physical robot.

Joint Average Error (rad) Maximum Error (rad)
A1 1.5269e-06 1.7232e-06
A2 1.9848e-06 2.2391e-06
A3 2.2334e-05 2.0717e-05
A4 2.2993e-07 2.8146e-07
A5 6.2252e-06 7.0128e-06
A6 4.3442e-06 3.9486e-06

ration in the construction and digital fabrication. The sys-
tem includes the virtual robot module, the physical robot
module, and the communication module. We leveraged
ROS Gazebo and rviz to develop the virtual robot mod-
ule, i.e., Digital Twin of the physical robot, and connect
to the physical robot module through MQTT Bridge in the
communication module. The joint angles of the robotic
arm are exchanged and synchronized between two robots.
We also utilized MATLAB or MoveIt! package to plan
and control the robotic arm in the virtual robot module,
then send the command to the physical robot module for
execution. In addition, we developed a pose checking al-
gorithm (PCA) to ensure the pose of the two robots were
synchronized.
The systemwas implemented and deployed on a KUKA

KR120 robotic arm in the digital fabrication laboratory.
Although we developed the system for the specific KUKA
robotic arm, it can be easily adapted to other robot mod-
els. We evaluated the system by comparing the joint an-
gles between the virtual and physical robot in a planned
trajectory, and calculated the average and maximum er-
rors. The results showed that the proposed online robot
Digital Twin system could plan the robot trajectory inside
the virtual environment and execute it in the physical en-
vironment with high accuracy. In ongoing work, we are

designing the user interface for displaying the information
of the physical robot in Digital Twin. We are also devel-
oping the robot planning mechanism such that the robot
can first demonstrate the planned trajectory inside Digital
Twin before executing by the physical robot. The human
can thus expect the movement of the robot in advance and
approve the task. Finally, we are designing and conducting
more case studies for evaluating the proposed online robot
Digital Twin system.
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